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A bstract

One of the curren t concerns for particle physisists is to find out the origin 
of particle masses in the context of gauge field theories. C ertain  studies on the 
close connection th a t exists between mass generation and spontaneous sym m e
try  breaking have led to an im portan t breakthrough (the Higgs m echanism ) bu t 
our understanding of the underlying phenom ena still needs to be improved. A p
parently  the origin of particle mass lies outside the foundations of the standard  
m odel itself and therefore a satisfactory explanation has to  be found beyond this 
framework.

The developm ent of la ttice  gauge theories in the last th irty  years has p erm it
ted  exploration of new situations th a t one could not consider before. It has been 
shown th a t a t strong gauge coupling a spontaneous breakdown of chiral sym m e
try  arises dynam ically. This suggests th a t the process of fermion mass generation 
could in fact begin w ith an in teraction between fermion and gauge fields.

This thesis consists of a review of the different elem ents which compose 
this search and a presentation  of a research perform ed on a viable alternative 
model for ferm ion mass generation.

In the first p a rt the  basics of la ttice gauge theory will be introduced. The sec
ond p art outlines the  elem ents of fermion mass generation process and reviews 
the results ob tained  so far. The research which is then  presented in the th ird  
p art is concerned w ith  a la ttice  gauge theory which displays a so-called shielded 
gauge m echanism  of dynam ical fermion mass generation. This m echanism  which 
assumes some scalar field in addition to  the fermion and gauge fields m ight be 
retained  in the continuum  lim it, as the la ttice spacing shrinks to zero (it displays 
a second order phase transition). This raises the hope to  elaborate a realistic 
theory w ith dynam ically generated fermion mass in the continuum .

The m ain purpose of the  work presented here was to  study  the  m odel, 
for a com pact U (l)  sym m etry, on a three dim ensional la ttice  and to  draw its 
phase diagram . A m ethod inspired by Lee and Yang has been used. It consisted 
of analysing the  d istribu tion  of the  zeros of the canonical partition  function and  
their response to  a change in the hopping param eter an d /o r the  coupling constant. 
T he p artition  function is expressed as a polynom ial in th e  ferm ion mass and a 
H ybrid m onte-C arlo scheme is used to  generate therm alised configurations at 
various value of ft and ac. The coefficients of the corresponding polynom ial are 
ex tracted  via a Lanczos algorithm  and the zeros are then  found by a s tandard  
root-finding routine. The theorem  of Lee and Yang allows us to  locate the phase 
transitions. In order to perform  a finite size scaling analysis of the  zeros several 
sim ulations were m ade on 43, 63, 83 and 103 lattices. This led to  the determ ination  
of critical exponents which give th e  order of the phase transitions as well as the ir 
related  universality  class.
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C hapter 1

L attice G auge Theories

1.1 Introduction , T he need for a new  regular
ization  schem e

One of the  principal tasks of m odern quantum  field theory is to establish new 

non-pertu rba tive  approaches. This need to go beyond pertu rba tion  theory cam e 

from the  rem aining uneasiness of renorm alization procedures and particularly  the  

fact th a t th e  confinem ent of quarks and chiral sym m etry breakings couldn’t be 

entirely  described w ith pertu rba tive  techniques.

The regularization scheme on a la ttice  has been proposed by K enneth W ilson 

in 1974 [6] and will be outlined as follow: S tarting from the p a th  integral for

m alism  we tem porary  discretize bo th  space and tim e on a la ttice  of points. T he 

u ltrav io let divergences are thus removed while the d iscretization of the sym m etry  

groups and the  lim ited num ber of degree of freedom allows an effective u tilization 

of num erical sim ulations. These m ethods of investigation are also encouraged by 

the fact th a t the  Euclidean version of the  p a th  integral form alism  discloses a re

m arkable correspondence between la ttice  gauge theory and the sta tistica l physics 

of m agnets and fluids. Thus the results obtained on the  la ttice  can be taken over 

by powerful m ethods which were elaborated for the studies of sta tistica l system s.

1.2 C onstruction

1.2 .1  F un ction al in tegrals in th e  E uclidean  space

T he m ost suitable way to  handle complex system s th a t occur in a gauge field 

theory is to  express them  in a pa th  integral form alism . T he generating functional
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for vacuum  diagram s, also called the partition  function, is defined by the  relation

2  = J  DipetS = J  Di>efldif d3xL ( 1.1)

where the  in tegration is taken over all the possible field configurations.

In order to  discretize the theory on a la ttice we first transfer ex p ression (l.l) 

to  an Euclidean space tim e where measures are all real. To do so we perform  an 

analytical continuation of the tim e variable: —> 1x 4 - This is known as a W ick

ro tation . It has the fu rther advantage to ’’dam p” the integrand for those widely 

oscillating paths which would render num erical sim ulations quite unreliable. F i

nally th is operation brings the formal connection with statistical mechanics: in 

its Euclidean version the probability weight (e-5 ^) is formally equivalent to the  

B oltzm ann factor.

1 .2 .2  T h e regularization  procedure

The ultraviolet divergences caused by large m om enta do not take place when 

bo th  space and tim e are discretized on a lattice. The lattices which are em 

ployed are usually hyper-cubical. They can be m athem atically  defined through 

the  relation

L = aZ 4 = {x\ x j a  G Z )  (1.2)

a corresponds to the  spacing between two neighbouring sites of the  la ttice  and 

is referred to as the la ttice  constant. Since it is the shortest non-zero distance, 

a m om enta cut-off appears autom atically, ju st as a n a tu ra l consequence of th e  

spectral decom position of the fields: W riting x — na where n is an integer, the  

expression of the  Fourier transform  of tp(na) is

/
-  dk —
‘,2 ~UI=)eikna (1-3)

Because of its periodicity in m om entum  space the  theory  rem ains entirely  de

scribed if we restrain  the  m om enta to be in the range B  = [—f-,~] - called the  

Brillouin zone. This is how the problem  of ultraviolet divergences is directly  re

moved, there  is no contribution from the short w avelengths in the  pertu rb a tio n  
series.
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1 .2 .3  F ields and gauge transform ation  on th e  la ttice

The particles are restrained  to lie on the sites of the lattice. It means m athe

m atically  th a t the m a tte r  fields are defined for £ Z  only. As a consequence of 

this, all th e  usual operations th a t one m ay perform  on ip are discretized.

T he derivative operations for exam ple can be defined as

QForward.^^ _  +

(1.4)
d B a c k w a r d ^ x } =  l [ ^ x ) -  -  a jj,)\

ft is the  un it vector in the  direction indicated by /i (= 1 ,2 ,3 ,4). Consequently 

the herm itean  la ttice  Laplacean in 4 space-tim e dimension is

nip(x) = J 2 d £ d f a { x )  = \ [ i p ( x  + a/i) +  ip(x -  afi) -  2ip(x)\ (1.5)
m a

The gauge transform ations of the m a tte r fields, being local, are naturally  defined 

on the  la ttice  sites too. They take the usual form:

ip(x) —► ip\x)  = A ~1(x)ip(x) (1-6)

T hen gauge fields are introduced in order to ensure the invariance of the action 

(its k inetic pa rt) under equation(1.6). It is particularly  interesting to  note here 

how the  basic d istinction between gauge fields and m a tte r fields is displayed on 

a la ttice  theory: W hereas m a tte r fields are exclusively defined on the la ttice  

(defined as an ensem ble of point), the gauge fields are in fact associated to  the  

links betw een these points. This is a d irect consequence of the ir intrinsic role of 

parallel transpo rte r.

Let define these quantities m ore precisely. Consider a point x of the la ttice  

and x +  a/x th e  nearest neighbouring point th a t one can find in the /i direction. 

W ith  the  corresponding link I we will associate a link variable U(l) which is defined 

as being an elem ent of a given gauge group G.

[/(/) =  U{x +  ap,,x) = Uxy £ G (L7)

Ui is defined to be un itary  and therefore expressible as the  exponential of an 

im aginary  m a trix

U{x +  a/i, x) =  exp^agTbA^x)  (1-8)
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w here g is the  coupling constant, Tb the generator of the gauge group (hence an 

H erm itean  traceless m atrix) and A b is the gauge field. Under the  local gauge 

transform ation  th a t equation(1.6) introduced for the m a tte r fields, these link 

variables will transform  as

U'(y,x) = A~1(y)U(y,x)A(x)  (1.9)

which is the  usual transform ation law for parallel transporters. Hence le t’s im ag

ine a partic le  which follows a straight curve from x to dx. W henever the  parallel 

tran sp o rte r will deviate infinitesim ally from the Unit m atrix  it will au tom atically  

generate a gauge field. This field embodies the  dynam ics, so to speak, which in 

fact balance the deviation. The generation of the gauge field by U appears quite 

clearly if we consider the  series expansion of equation(1.8) when it tends to  the 

continuum : as the la ttice  spacing a tends to zero we get

U(x + a/i, x) = 1 — aA^(x)  (1-10)

w here A^{x)  is the Lie algebra valued vector: A M(x) =  —igTbA^(x).

In order to  m ake the action invariant under the local gauge transform ation  

we can define the covariant derivative as

D ^ H X) -  \[U~l {x,!i)^{x  +  a/i) -  'ip(x)]
( 1.11)

D f a { x )  = \[U(x,n)i)(x)  -  ip(x -  a/i)]

Applying equations (1.6) and (1.9) to this quan tity  one notes th a t DM transform s 

covariantly in the  sense

D ' ^ \ x )  = A ~1( x ) D ^ { x )  (1.12)

The invariance of the action is then  assured by m ean of th e  gauge fields. If we 

consider equation (1.10) w ithin, say, the backward covariant derivative :

D% 1>(x) = i  ((i -  aAn(x))ip{x) -  ip(x -  ag,))

= ~ A»(x )) V>(x )

T he principle is the same as for th e  continuum  gauge theory. Since O bservables 

have to  be gauge invariant functions of the basic variables it seems w orthw hile to 

point out th a t such quantities can be constructed from expressions of th e  form

Xi ' ip(x)U(x,y)/ip(y). There is a second type of ’’elem entary” gauge invarian t
< x y >

quan tity  th a t will be introduced in the next paragraph.
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1 .2 .4  A ctio n  o f  a th eory  on  th e  la ttice

On the  la ttice  there are several different ways of expressing the Action for a 

given theory, the  basic requirem ents on S  being ju st th a t it is gauge invariant, th a t 

it recovers the  in itia l theory as we approach the  continuum  lim it and usually th a t 

it is local. The m ain exam ples will be provided as we will introduce the action 

of the  gauge-ferm ion-scalar model which is investigated in the th ird  p art of this 

thesis.

As a first illustration  of the discussion above we introduce the  W ilson Action 

which describes a pure gauge theory.

It is obtained by tracing Ui around each plaquettes i.e. around each sm allest 

closed loops th a t we can find on the la ttice. They consist on four links and the 

corresponding parallel transporte r is therefore

Up = Ui(x, x +  au)Ui(x +  at>, x + a/i +  av)Ui(x + a/i + av, x -f afi)Ui(x + a/i, x) (1.13) 

The action is then  defined in term s of these plaquette variables Up

Sg = J 2 Sp(Up) (1-14)
P

where

Sp(Up) = - f i { ^ ( T r U  + T r U ~ l ) - l }  (1.15)

Several types of action can be constructed bu t this particu lar form ulation is 

the m ost simple. It also has the advantage to  be real and positive.

T he m ost im portan t m a tte r is the  evolution of such expressions as we re tu rn  

to the continuum  lim it. This leads to  the second p art of th is section which 

concerns th e  form al analogies th a t has been identified between gauge theories 

on the  la ttice  and statistical mechanics. It allows one to  use the  experience 

accum ulated  in sta tis tica l physics in order to investigate how th e  m ain quan tities 

behave as th e  la ttice  spacing tends to  zero. This featu re really played an essential 

role in the  success of the whole regularization procedure.

1.3 Toward th e continuum  lim it

Finding the  pa th  from a given la ttice  gauge theory  to  its continuum  lim it is a 

difficult task  whose success is not assured. W hen th e  la ttice  spacing a is sm oothly
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brought to  zero, in addition to  find a suitable renorm alization procedure as the 

u ltraviolet divergences reappear, one has to monitor the evolution of the la ttice  

m easurables which were all defined w ith respect to a. All these quantities m ust 

rem ain finite and independent of the la ttice  spacing as this last tends to zero.

In practice, the search for a continuum  lim it requires the tun ing  of certain  

param eters (in the following we will be particularly  concerned w ith the  tuning of 

the  coupling constant). It tu rns out th a t this tuning is analogous to  the  tuning 

perform ed w ithin statistical models in the approach to a critical tem peratu re . 

Some powerful m ethods designed for this purpose in sta tistical m echanics will 

then be applied on the la ttice  [8].

In order to illustrate  how a correspondence with statistical m echanics could 

arise let consider how interactions take place on the lattice. T hey are acting 

via the  link variables: To each gauge-link variable is associated an elem entary 

in teraction which extends over a distance of order a. By all m eans they  have to 

be correlated in order to cover distances involved in real processes. For exam ple 

we know th a t the typical range of strong interactions is about one fermi.

a

1 fermi

W hen the  la ttice  spacing is narrowed one ferm i will correspond to  a greater 

num ber of sites. Hence the alignm ent of the  elem entary  in teractions, the ir coop

eration, m ust be observed over a larger num ber of sites.

U ltim ately  in the continuum  lim it this correlation length has to be infinite.

12



a

1 fermi

As will be shown in the next section, s ta tistical physics introduces some quan

tities which are very relevant for the study  of these phenomenon. The correlation 

functions for instance corresponds exactly to  the quantities th a t we need to  m on

itor in the problem  above. Moreover the theory of critical phenom ena explains 

how there exists certain situations where the correlation length becomes precisely 

infinite and therefore allows the shrinkage of the la ttice spacing to  zero.

1.4 R elated  elem ents o f sta tistica l physics

The partition function

The partition  function Z is in itially  introduced w ithin the key equation 

of sta tistica l mechanics as a norm alization factor . Considering a system  in 

equilibrium  and which can be in N  possible states. The probability  for th is 

system  to  have an energy E n is given by th e  equation

P = -^e~ (1.16)

where k is the  B oltzm ann constant, T  th e  tem pera tu re  and Z  = J2 e ^ •
7 1 = 1

In fact Z contains all the inform ation required about the  therm odynam ics 

quantities.

13



M athem atically  we have

Free energy: F = - ( y ) l n Z

Internal energy: U = - T 2( ^ ) ( f ) = - ( ^ ) ( n r )  (1.17)

Specific heat: C = (^)(- fyp)hr Z

Consequently if the partition  function is known all the  therm odynam ical proper

ties of the system  can be found.

Phase transitions

The quantities above can display, at a given tem peratu re  Tc,  singularities 

which are m anifested in experim ents by phase transitions in the  system . The 

order of a transition  depends on which derivative the Free energy shows the  sin

gularity: a first order phase transition  will be observed if there is a discontinuity  

in the first derivative of F (i.e. U) and sim ilarly a second order phase transition  

will be observed whenever there is a discontinuity in C.

This last kind of phase transition  is a crucial m a tte r for our search for a con

tinuum  lim it. It is associated, by definition, to  the divergence of the correlation 

length which was m entioned in section(1.3).
An other characteristic of a second order phase transition  is related to th e  fact 

th a t it makes the  separation between two different sta tes of sym m etry w ithin the  

system  [7]. In fact the sym m etry is reduced as we pass below the critical tem 

p eratu re  Tc. Because of this reduction of sym m etry, an additional param eter is 

needed to describe the therm odynam ics in this phase. This param eter known as 

the order parameter is an extensive variable generally accessible to m easurem ent 

(for exam ple in a ferrom agnetic it is the  m agnetization vector) and it is generally 

its own correlation length which diverges in the  vicinity of Tc.

The Correlation function

L et’s consider the spin Si of an electron in a given system: in teractions 

favour the alignm ent of spins and a nearby spin Sj will tend  to  assum e the  

sam e orientation as S{. However therm al ag itation  counteracts th is tendency 

and exerts a decorrelating effect (For fu ture reference, models which study  the

14



collective behavior of electrons spin on a la ttice  are referred to as Ising models): 

The correlation function < SiSj  > c is a m easure of the influence th a t Si actually 

exerts over Sj.  It is defined by the relation

< SiSj  >c=< Si - S j >  -  < S l >< Sj  > ( 1 .18)

In the  present case if < SiSj >c is sm all it then induces th a t therm al agitations 

get the  upper hand over the  correlating influence of 5*.

T he range of the influence exerted by Si over its neighbourhood is m easured 

by the  correlation length which is intrinsically  related to the  correlation function. 

It has been showed th a t < SiSj > decreases exponentionally w ith th e  d istance 

\i -  j\- Expressed in la ttice  units, the correlation length £ is then given by

< SiSj >= e < = e <1 (1-19)

An o ther im portan t feature established by statistical theory is how the  correla

tion length  depends on the tem peratu re . For exam ple we have in the case of the  

one-dim ensional Ising model: £ =  jInta^h j _j where J  is a coupling constant.
The situa tion  is m ore com plex in the case of Gauge interactions. However 

the point rem ains th a t one can find a critical tem pera tu re  Tc a t which the  cor

relation length diverges. As a result of th is the correlation function will becom e 

scale invariant i.e. its m athem atical expression will not contain any characteristic  

length anym ore.

Critical phenomena

Considering the  system  of the  previous paragraph , one can observe th a t 

the correlation between electrons spins gives rise to  some clusters inside which 

the  electrons are either all spin-up or all spin-down. These clusters have variable 

size and they  m ay be em bedded into each others. For exam ple one could find a 

sm all island of ‘spin-ups’ lying inside a bigger region of ‘spin-dow ns’. T he range 

of possible size is closely connected to the  correlation length  whose order gives 

somehow the  average size of these clusters.

As th e  tem pera tu re  is lowered tow ard Tc, £ grows and consequently the  sizes 

of the  clusters can get m uch m ore diverse. At T  =  Tc th e  correlation length  

becomes infinite. Thus the fluctuations ex tend  over regions of all possible d im en

sions: th e re  is no scale of length  anym ore. In geom etrical term s, one says th a t

15



the  system  displays a fractal structure.

Hence having started  w ith short-range interactions (betw een nearest neigh

bours) at a second order phase transition  we find correlations of infinite range. 

Moreover th is large-scale cooperative phenom enon gives rise to a second rem ark

able feature. Indeed some im portan t properties of the  system  do not depend on 

the details of the interactions anym ore. We find some universal quantities whose 

m easurem ent give the  same value in several different theories provided th a t they 

share, for exam ple, the same dim ensionality or in teraction sym m etries.

Consider for exam ple the specific heat C introduced in equation(1.14). It 

has been established from experim ental observations th a t in the vicinity of the  

critical point it displays the singular behavior

C ~ ( T - T c)a (1.20)

a is a critical exponent and it has the same value for all th e  theories sharing the  

sam e ”universality class” . These emerging sim ilarities between different theories 

can then lead us to  fruitful comparisons. We can even work out a convenient 

la ttice  regulator to perform  our tuning by working on an other, sim pler, theory  

provided it belongs to the same universality class as our theory of interest.
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Part II

G enerating th e  m ass o f th e
ferm ions
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C hapter 2

G eneral principles related to  th e  
ferm ion m ass generation

2.1 Introduction  to  the problem

We m entioned earlier th a t the  S tandard  Model was a significant breakthrough 

of quan tum  field theory. It not only presents a united  description of electrom ag

netic, weak and strong interactions: its predictions are in outstanding  agreem ent 

w ith every d a ta  obtained experim entally.

However some areas of this successful, perturbatively  renorm alizable, theory 

rem ain  poorly understood and so far its im provem ent unavoidably requires the 

in troduction  of some arbitrary , free param eters which by all means deride the  ini

tia l elegance of the theory. It is now generally adm itted  th a t a deeper coherence 

has to  be found beyond the m odel itself.

One of the  m ajor concerns is to  find a correct explanation of the origin of 

the  fermions mass. The mass of their particles, determ ined by experim ents, are 

not predicted  by the standard  model: it can only accom m odate them  w ith its 

description of fundam ental interactions. The m ain point here is the fact th a t 

if we introduced artificially some bare mass term s in the Lagrangian, then  they  

would break its invariance under gauge transform ations (the one which charac

terizes electro-weak interactions). Hence the  origin of particle masses raised a 

thorny  problem  1 : How can one develop a realistic theory of m assive particles 

in teracting  w ith each other w ithout losing these so com pelling gauge schemes?

^ h i s  difficulty is nonetheless not so surprising since the main weakness of the standard 
model is that it cannot describe gravitational interactions.
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An answer has been found in a spontaneous breakdown of the electro-weak 

sym m etry. This im portan t phenom enon - which is observed in m any natu ra l pro

cesses - rests on the  following observation: The H am iltonian (or the com m utation  

relations) which characterizes a theory could possess an exact sym m etry  bu t the  

physical sta tes which are actually  observed might not provide a net represen ta

tion of th is sym m etry. More specifically a sym m etry of the H am iltonian m ight 

not be a sym m etry  of the vacuum .

2.2 R ole o f chiral sym m etries

T he relation between fermion masses and the unified description of in te r

actions in the s tandard  m odel has not been understood yet. Nonetheless an 

in teresting  feature has been pointed out: If the particles had no mass at all then  

a larger group of sym m etries would be observed.

Chiral sym m etries belong to this group and the formal relationship which ex

ists between their breakdow n and the generation of fermion masses is natu ra lly  

an in teresting  feature to study. It tu rns out however th a t the particu lar in terven

tion of chiral sym m etries is not so fortunate: these sym m etries are closely related  

to the  gauge sym m etry  th a t rules electro-weak interactions. Hence they would 

ra ther prevent one from finding a straightforw ard solution. We cannot in tend for 

exam ple to  express the theory  in a representation which displays a chiral sym 

m etry  and then  sim ply beget its breaking by a suitable ’’mass te rm ” : It would 

plainly destroy the  whole gauge theory and the renorm alizability of the  S tandard  

Model.

T he notion of chiral sym m etry  is in fact directly connected w ith th e  dif

ference which exists between two representations of the Lorentz group: the  two 

spinors which cover spin-^ particles. A chiral transform ation interchanges the  

so-called right handed and left handed spinors from these two representations. 

Somehow its effect will then  m ix w ith the  parity  violation displayed by weak 

interactions.

L e t’s m ake to appear explicitely these two spinors, in troduced in section(1.2) 

in th e  Lagrangian density which describes N free D irac fermions. We have

£  = iipk -  mi)k'ipk, k = 1 ,2 ,..., N  (2.1)
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We first note th a t L is invariant under U(N)  transform ations:

ipj = [exp(twaT a)]jk 'tpk (2 .2 )

w here the T a = ^  operators introduce our particu lar Lie algebra: we have 

t r \ a\P = 26ap. Now we use the particu lar M ajorana representation - where 

all the  m atrices are im aginary . The fermion fields can then be explicitly de

composed into two spinors: the right handed t/ir^  = an d the  left handed

i>L,k — ^ 2 -lpk such th a t * -(Mi) (2j)
These two spinors field are respectively assigned to the representations ( | ,0 )  and 

(0, | )  of the Lorentz group.

The Lagrangian (2.1) now becomes

£  = i ^ L k l ^ d ^ L k  +  i ^ R k l ^ d ^ R k  -  mipLkipRk -  mipRf.ipLk (2.4)

Hence the kinetic term s leave L invariant under a larger Ul (N)  * Ur { N ) chiral 

group. The gauge interactions, by construction, don’t affect this sym m etry  nei

ther but we see clearly th a t the mass term s mix the two groups. Reciprocally 

the  breaking of a chiral sym m etry implies the appearance of new term s in the 

Lagrangian th a t can be in terpreted  as particle masses.

2.3 P henom enon  o f spontaneous sym m etry  break
ing

F irst illu stration

We first note th a t in fact in the  process the sym m etry  is not so m uch 

‘broken’ as ‘secret’ or ‘hidden’. This occur in m any phenom enon of natu re . We 

can find an inspiration of this technique for exam ple in the  collective behaviour 

th a t occur in a ferrom agnetic m ateria l (when there is no m agnetic field). Its 

H am iltonian is ro tationally  invariant. However if we bring it below the  Curie
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tem p era tu re  Tc the ground sta te  of the system  develops a non-zero m agnetization 

M  and therefore loses its invariance under rotations. The direction of Ms has 

been selected ’’spontaneously” by the system  as it cooled and this is why the  

sym m etry  is said to be spontaneously broken.

10 9m

10 9mx0 10 9mx

Figure 3.1: On the microscopic level: we see elementary magnetic moments which arise 

from the spin of  the electrons2. Although they tend to align with each other thermal 

fluctuations refrain them to do so unless the temperature fall below tc 3.

We will now consider this phenom enon in the context of quan tum  field th e 

ory. Thus the  s ta te  of lowest energy (the ground state) is the vacuum  sta te  and 

the  ro ta tional sym m etry  of the ferrom agnet is generally replaced by an in ternal 

sym m etry  of the  field. T he spectra  of sm all oscillations around the  vacuum  s ta te  

can also be connected to particle masses.

T he first m ethod  is to  postu la te  the existence of a field having a non-zero 

value in the  vacuum . In term s of a field operator <p(x) we w rite

(pc(x) =< 0 |£ ( z ) |0  0 (2 .5 )

We note th a t this field has to be scalar since the vacuum is ro tationally  invariant.

2see section(1.4)
3This process is in fact more complex and requires advanced elements of statistical mechanics
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C ase o f  a global sym m etry

As a formal exam ple we consider the Lagrangian of a complex scalar field 

theory,

C = (dll' p W i p ' ) - V ( < p i 'p') (2.6)

w ith a potential of the form

V (¥>V ) = A * W  + A (w *)2 (2.7)

This Lagrangian is then invariant under a global U (l) gauge transform ation.

<p(x) i—>■ (f(x)f = e~iqAip(x) (2.8)

<p*(x) >—> <P*(%y = etqA<p*(x) (2.9)

If both  p 2 and A are positive then the potential has only one (trivial) absolute 

m inim um  at <pc — 0 which corresponds to the conventional vacuum. However if 

we take p 2 < 0 this m inim um  occurs at a non-zero value of <p (A m ust rem ain 

positive to ensure th a t the potential is bounded from below). We have

\v>c\2 = - ~  (2.10)

Hence there is a circle of m inim a for this potential and the  true vacuum  sta te  

of the  system  has to be one of these states. Once <pc has been m anifested, the  

U (l)  sym m etry does not hold anym ore in the sense th a t a ro tation  of the vacuum  

s ta te  would lead to  a different state. (pc is not invariant under U (l). L e t’s denote 

the  particu lar phase of the vacuum  6 and rew rite the theory as expanding about 

this state. We reexpress <pc in the  form (pc = vel where v = y - f - -  We can 

then  introduce a field redefinition:

<P(X) = -j= (p(x ) + v)el[(i^ ' )+Al (2.11)

This leads to rew rite the Lagrangian

c  =  i[(5,/>)2 +  +  /< V  -  W  -  ^  -  i MV .  (2.12)

This Lagrangian clearly describes two real fields, p and £, one massless and the  

o ther massive w ith a real positive mass —\ v 2. The massless s ta te  is a Nam bu- 

G oldstone boson; its occurrence is a characteristic of a the  spontaneous b reak

down of a continuous sym m etry and is sta ted  by the N am bu-G oldstone theorem .
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A lthough this Lagrangian describes the sam e theory as in eq (2.6) it is not 

U( 1) sym m etric. We see why some prefer to describe the sym m etry  as ‘secre t’ 

or ‘h idden’: Someone which is not aware of the  previous field redefinition would 

probably assum e th a t the  Lagrangian is ju st not invariant under phase changes. 

However the particu lar coefficients of the non-invariant term s are such th a t we 

can recast the Lagrangian in a sym m etric form.

Figure 3.2: The potential energy density V(<p) increases quadratically  in the 

radial plane (<p2 = 0). Thus the displacem ent associated w ith £ induces a quan tum  

excitation which correspond to a massive particle. On th e  o ther hand  p goes in 

the ’’valley” where V  is constant and the  goldstone boson is therefore massless.
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C hapter 3

M echanism s o f m ass generation

3.1 R eview  o f the H iggs m echanism

3.1 .1  D escrip tion

The Higgs m echanism  im plem ents the previous technique to  the more diffi

cult, bu t richer, case of local sym m etry transform ations. As a result it provided 

a suitable description of particle masses for the standard  model.

W hen we consider a complex scalar field invariant under a local gauge transfor

m ation  we m ust im plem ent the Lagrangian of eq(2.6) by introducing a covariant 

derivative D M — igA^(x).  We m ust also introduce a kinetic term  (we take 

for the vector field A^(x).
Once again if p? is negative the vacuum sta te  lies away from the origin and 

this leads to  the reparam eterisation introduced in equation(2.11). However in 

this case th e  covariant derivative of the field cp will also introduce a mass te rm  

for the vector field [^g2v2A fMAfJ]. A nother term  arises which can be in terp re ted  if 

we perform  the field redefinition:

B ^ x )  = A ^ x )  +  (3.1)

where £(#) is a boson field as introduced in eq(2.11). We don’t carry out explicitly 

these calculations here. We ju st m ention th a t the Lagrangian then describes 

explicitly a m assive vector field B M and a massive scalar field p w ith respective 
masses

tub =  gv
(3.2)

m p -- \ / - 2 / i2
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From  the th ree spin com ponents of the vector field, two are supplied by the  

original gauge field A M and the th ird , the longitudinal com ponent, is supplied by 

the would-be Goldstone boson £. These features are the m ain hallm arks of the 

Higgs m echanism .

We can get another insight of how it worked if we consider the procedure 

from  the  following angle: Since under a local gauge transform ation  the field <p 

transform s as <p —> ipetga(x\  it is possible to transform  away the  Goldstone boson 

£(a;) in equation(2.11) by choosing a(x)  = However it brings the  vector field 

to transform  as A^{x)  —> A^{x)  +  which is in fact th e  field redefinition of

equation(4.1).

Hence equations (2.11) and (3.1) can be regarded as a local gauge ro tation  

of the  theory. Since it transform ed away the G oldstone bosons, this last is not 

a physical field. A nother point to m ention is th a t im portan t quantities such as 

the N oether current (relating to the  usual conservation of charges) are conserved. 

Thus despite its ’’spontaneous breakdown” the sym m etry  rem ains w ith m any 

respects exact.

3 .1 .2  L im its o f  th e  th eory

T he Higgs m echanism  provides a com fortable, pertu rba tive ly  renorm alizable, 

way to in troduce particle masses in gauge field theories. However if it describes 

the ferm ion mass generation phenom enologically it does not tru ly  predict these 

masses: They sim ply appear as arbitrary , free param eters which depend on our 

field redefinition.

Some o ther features are also disappointing. For exam ple the  scale of th e  

ferm ion m asses, set by the  scale of the electro-weak sym m etry  breaking, is m uch 

larger th an  the  scale which has been actually m easured: Only the  top quark does 

have an ’’heavy” mass which seems consistent w ith the results of the theory. T he 

m odel doesn’t explain either why there are three different generations of fermions. 

F inally  one has to  rem em ber th a t the  Higgs field has been postu la ted  bu t its ex

istence has never been confirmed by experim ents. T he fact for exam ple th a t its  

renorm alized square mass would be contrived to be negative leads to view the  

Higgs m echanism  as an artificial feature of the standard  m odel [10].

We will now see non-perturbative m ethods which have been developed re

cently. In particu la r the fermion-gauge models which display at strong gauge
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coupling a spontaneous chiral sym m etry breaking of dynam ical origin suggest 

th e  existence of interesting alternatives to the Higgs mechanism.

3.2 The dynam ical mass generation alternative

In quan tum  mechanics term s, a spontaneous sym m etry breakdown is exhib

ited  by the non-zero vacuum expectation value for some field operator th a t we 

called the order param eter V  (in reference to  the phase transition  th a t is m an

ifested in sta tistica l physics). In the Higgs m echanism  this last corresponds to 

th e  vacuum  expectation value of the elementary Higgs boson field.

It is im portan t to note th a t V  does not need in fact to be linear in the  el

em entary  fields. The Goldstone theorem  holds as well if the order param eter 

arises as a com posite s ta te  of those fields. The problem  in this case is th a t usual 

approxim ations fail com pletely - precisely because of the  non-linearity of V  in the 

field quantities. One m ust therefore uses non-perturbative approaches.

N am bu and Jona-Lasinio were the first to propose the idea of dynam ical 

sym m etry  breaking: they defined a model where the order param eter was gener

a ted  by the interactions between nucleons and pions [11]. The m odel is defined 

by a 4-fermion interaction Lagrangian in d = l+ 3

£  = tip flip + ^ g 2[(ipi^rip)2 -  (ipisTip)2] (3.3)

where r  are isospin m atrices. They showed th a t if the coupling g2 is above a 

certain  value then  a mass is generated dynamically: The order param eter results 

from  the  interactions between the  elem entary fields. In their particu lar m odel, 

the  exact chiral SU(2)l x SU(2)r  sym m etry is then broken to  SU(2)v  and th is 

produces a massless trip le t of pseudo-scalars, as bound states, th a t one could 

identify as idealized pions.

Since then, num erous investigations of various strongly coupled gauge theo

ries have been carried out on the lattice. They revealed th a t dynam ical mass 

generation is a general property of these theories. It does not only occur in QCD 

bu t also in QED at strong coupling. Therefore D ynam ical Sym m etry Breaking 

is seriously considered as a m ean to construct new m echanism s of ferm ion mass 

generation. They are particularly  appealing since they would avoid the introduc

tion of a fundam ental scalar field. The Higgs boson, should it exist, would be
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in terpreted  as a com posite state, formed by some strong coupling beyond the 

standard  m odel itself. The following chapters concern the study of one of these 

new models.
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C hapter 4

Ferm ion-gauge-scalar m odel on  
th e  lattice

4.1 Introduction

Dynam ical chiral sym m etry breaking turns out to be a general property  of 

strongly coupled gauge-fermion theories studied on the lattice. The experience 

accum ulated since twenty years has then perm itted  to study some in teresting 

m echanism s of dynam ical mass generation. Hence the m ain issue now is ra ther 

to define a realistic continuum  model from lattice gauge theories.

T he model which will be presented in this section exhibits the hallm arks of 

dynam ical sym m etry breaking: The chiral sym m etry is spontaneously broken 

once interactions between fermion and gauge fields have generated a bound sta te  

whose vacuum expectation value is non-zero. Massive physical ferm ion states 

are then observed in the spectrum  as well as the massive Goldstone boson. The 

m ain interest of this model comes from the fact the m echanism  on which it rests 

could work as well in the continuum  lim it. It assumes a scalar field 1 which leads 

to restore the chiral sym m etry - at certain values of the  gauge coupling and of 

its propagator2 - in such a way th a t the transition between the two phases (the 

one where the chiral sym m etry is broken and the one where it is restored) is of 

second order. If the model is non-perturbatively renorm alizable in th is region 

then  it could tru ly  describe realistic massive fermions in the continuum  and be

1This does not however look like the Higgs mechanism. Here the scalar field is confined by 
the gauge field.

2The propagator of the scalar field is monitored through the hopping parameter k which 
will be introduced in the action of the theory in section(4.3.1).
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an alternative  to the Higgs mechanism.

4.2 T he shielded gauge m echanism

This m echanism  of dynam ical mass generation rests on the in teraction between 

a confining gauge field U, which belongs to some representation of a com pact 

gauge group G, and a fundam ental fermion field y. It gives rise to  a fermion 

condensate i.e a fermion bound-state whose vacuum expectation value < XX > 

becomes non zero at strong gauge coupling[17]. In the corresponding region of the 

phase diagram  a spontaneous breaking of the chiral sym m etry  is then  observed. 

This particu la r m echanism  makes use of a fundam ental scaler field <j> whose role 

is twofold:

F irst it gives rise to  some com posite physical fermion states, of the form 

F  = which are G -neutral. Therefore they don’t undergo the confinement 

induced by the  gauge charge and can exist asym ptotically ( this feature is at 

the  origin of the nam e of the mechanism ). In the chirally broken phase, the 

ferm ion mass mp  is observed to be non-zero and we then have a dynam ical mass 

generation. Goldstone bosons are also present: they are composed of x  and X-

The second role of the scalar field is to lead to restore the Chiral sym m etry, 

as k increase, in such a way th a t this occurs sm oothly in the scaling region of a 

second order phase transition. The mass of the fermions then scales progressively 

to zero.

4.3 A belian  case w ith  a com pact U ( l )  gauge  
sym m etry

In the work presented in the  second part of this thesis, the  shielded gauge 

m echanism  has been applied to the com pact U (l)  gauge group. It is thus con

cerned w ith the study of Abelian models - such as com pact QED in the  lim it case 

where scalar fields are dam ped.

One can thus identify the ferm ion condensate w ith an electron-positron pair 

while the coupling constant refers to the electric charge and the W ilson action 

(in troduced in e q u a tio n ( l .l l ) )  is related  to  the electrom agnetic field. A great
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in terest is devoted to  this model[19] since it displays im portan t properties. A fter 

having introduced the action of the theory we will discuss its different subsystem s 

as well as the results obtained so far in previous works.

4 .3 .1  A ction  o f  th e  xUip m odel

T he model is defined on an Euclidean hyper-cubical lattice. The link variables 

are elem ents of the com pact gauge group U (l) and we can express them  in term s 

of the  Abelian gauge fields A M through the relation:

Uxy =  exp ( l e A ^ x ) )  (4.1)

Here Au(z) is a real num ber corresponding to the continuum  vector po ten tia l 

(An(x) = aA(x)fj,) and e is the bare (electrom agnetic) gauge coupling.

T he sum over p laquettes of these link gauge variables leads to the W ilson action 

introduced in section(1.2.4). The gauge group being com pact U (  1), it takes the 

form

Sv = P Y ,  {1-IleUp] (4.2)
V

(3 = T_ And Up represents the plaquettes product.

Since we are concerned with chiral sym m etries we want this gauged fermionic 

p art of the action to conserve at least some traces of them  on the lattice. It will be 

then  discretized by means of the staggered fermion scheme. The fermion doubling 

problem  is overcome by perform ing a Kawamoto-Smit transform ation: S tarting  

from the naive fermion action

S  = \  ] C W z ) 7 ^ ( z  + aO “  H x ) l ^ ( x  -  fi)] A m  ]T  ip{x)ip(x) (4.3)
X

We operate a spin diagonalization, using a local change of variables of the  form: 

il>(x) = T{x)x(x) .

T (x)  is required to be unitary  and such th a t T ^ x ^ ^ T l x  + jj,) = tjm(x )I.

We choose T(x)  = 7^ 722---744 and then the action becomes

S  = \ Y 1  r) ^ ( x ) { x ^ ( x ) x a ( x  +  fi) -  xT(z)x«(z -  /*)} +  ™ , Y ; X ^ ( x ) X c x { x )  (4.4)
x,ot

W here the phase factor is 77̂  = ^  = 1). Since we got rid  of

the  7ms, S can run in principle over any num ber of possible values of the spinor
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indices a  = 1 , 2 For  instance we take the m inim al choice, k = 1, ( we will 

then om it this triv ial index) and the coupling to the gauge fields leads natu ra lly  

to  a first expression

y 4 '  ^
S x  =  2 Y  Vnx(UXiliXx+p ~  U l ^ X x - v )  +  a m o Y X x X x  (4 .5 )

X x

A lthough the degeneracy is only partially  removed, this ‘d iscrete’ action keeps 

trace of residual chiral sym m etries and we expect to  get back in the  continuum  

lim it th e  global chiral sym m etry U( A /)* U(Nj)  (where N f  is the num ber of ferm ion 

species found in this lim it).

X has a un itary  charge. The bare fermion mass mo has been introduced for rea

sons th a t will be explained in chapter 6 and the realistic situation is m eant in 

the  lim it m0 = 0.

T he scalar part of the action does not require special techniques of dis

cretization and we ju s t introduce the following bilinear expression in the scalar 

fields which is gauge invariant:

4

S 4> = - ^ Y Y ^ U x ^ x + n  +  (4 .6 )
X /i=l

The hopping param eter k is related  to the  bare mass of the scalar fields and plays 

its m ost im portan t role in the renorm alization procedure.

We can now gather all the different parts  of the action:

S = Su  + S x + S*

Su  = (3 U l ~ R e { U P}]

4

Sx = 2 £  x M  £  Vnx(Ux,p Xx+n -  u l _ ^  Xx-ti)  +  am 0 E  XxXx
M=1

^  =  - « E  E  [4>l u x,n <i>x+n +  4>l+tl <f>x]
X  / X = l

(4 .7 )
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4 .3 .2  P rop erties o f  th e  m odel

T he strongly coupled 4D com pact U (l) la ttice gauge theory with fermion and 

scalar fields exhibits some interesting non-perturbative properties[19]. We first 

point out th a t the model includes some other known theories. For exam ple at 

(3 = 0 we recover the chiral phase transition  seen in the Nam bu-Jona-Lasinio 

model and at k = 0 we reach the standard  QED theory. A nother noticeable fact 

is th a t one can construct for the pure gauge theory a non-asym ptotic free and 

non-trivial continuum  lim it.

However our m ain interest lies in the more realistic case where both  scalar 

and fermion fields are included. A critical point has been observed at (3 = 0.64[14]. 

W hen this point is approached from the phase where the chiral sym m etry  is 

spontaneously broken the mass amp  of the fermion scales. As expected from the 

shielded gauge m echanism  this fermion, composed of the fundam ental fermion 

and scalar fields is unconfined. The nature of the continuum  lim it taken a t this 

point is not known yet bu t it m ight be possible to obtain  a non-perturbatively  

renorm alizable theory. Nonetheless the requirem ent of renorm alizability is very 

stringent for four dim ensional systems. The work presented in this thesis will then 

consider com plem entary studies of this model on a three dim ensional la ttice. The 

aim is to give further precisions about how the mechanism  works.
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Part III

S tu d y  o f th e xUip m odel in three
dim ensions
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The m echanism  of dynam ical sym m etry breaking which has been in tro 

duced relies on four-fermion theories which, at strong coupling, don’t depend on 

the dimensions of the la ttice [12]. Four dimensional models have been intensively 

studied and as m entioned earlier the xUi> model gave promising results w ith 

respect to the continuum  lim it. However the non-perturbative trea tm en t m eets 

some difficulties in 4 dimensions due to ultra-violet divergences. The N am bu 

Jona-Lasinio model which first introduced dynam ical sym m etry breaking had al
ready to  face the same problem: the cut-off cannot be removed from the scattering  

am plitudes. However its dependence on them  turns out to  be only logarithm ic 

and the model could then be employed as a low-energy effective theory for the 

strong interactions.

The problem s caused by ultraviolet divergences leads us to study the m odel 

in lower dimensions to test the basic ideas. The studies of 2D models which are 

exactly solvable gave very useful results. For exam ple the Gross-Neveu m odel, 

0 (2N ) sym m etric and with a scalar-scalar 4 fermion interaction, displayed bo th  

dynam ical mass generation ( breaking down a discrete ^  —► TsV7 chiral sym m etry) 

and asym ptotic freedom - the two keys for QCD. Nonetheless it is im possible 

in this framework to break continuous rigid sym m etries since the existence of 

N am bu-G oldstone bosons is precluded by Colem an’s theorem  (all local operators 

which are non-singlet under a continuous sym m etry group m ust have a zero ex

pectation  value).

3D models are then the natu ra l place to try  to build a first com plete m echa

nism  whish generate massive fermions in the continuum  [15].

We have to assume an infinitely strong coupling (p = 0) to  begin with. In th is 

regim e our m echanism  rem ains unchanged but it is interesting to note th a t it then  

act on a model which is in the same universality class as the 3D Gross-Neveu 

model - which is non-perturbatively  renorm alizable [16] [13]. We don’t know p re

cisely w hat happens when the coupling gets finite (but still very large since in 

addition to  the  shielded gauge m echanism ’s requirem ents the 4-fermion theory  is 

not renorm alizable in the weak coupling expansion for 3D models). The critical 

behaviour of the  physical quantities has also to  be studied.

The purpose of the following sim ulations is to establish the phase diagram  

of the  model. This work is based on the  analysis of the Lee-Yang zeros of th e  

partition  function which is described below.
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C hapter 5 

M ethod

T he m odel which has been introduced in the previous chapter is now investi

gated w ith tools of s ta tistical physics. S tarting  from the action defined in section 

(4.3.1) we define the partition  function of the system  and can then explore its 

thermodynamical properties. The m ain objective is to  determ ine the  phase dia

gram  of the system  at strong and in term ediate gauge coupling. This provides the 

indispensable inform ation on the behaviour of the mass generation m echanism . 

We find out where the continuum  lim it is approachable and can also determ ine 

various features such as the universality class of the critical line which joins the 

pure QED theory.
We will explain below the m ethod which has been used and which rests on the 

Lee-Yang approach. A theorem  has been established which shows how the study 

of the  equations of s ta te  and phase transitions can be com pleted ju s t by looking 

at th e  d istribution  of the zeros of the partition  function. A lthough the  partition  

function can be expressed as a polynom ial in the  ferm ion mass the determ ination  

of these roots is technically non trivial. The num erical procedure which has been 

designed for this purpose will be described in the second p art of this chapter.

5.1 Lee-Yang zeros o f th e partition  function

5 .1 .1  T h e Lee-Y ang approach

T he theorem s of Lee and Yang [20] show th a t phase transitions are m anifested 

in experim ent by the occurrence of singularities in therm odynam ic functions.

P rio r to discuss these two theorem s we first have to note th a t such singu

larities can only occur because we tend to the idealized therm odynam ic lim it -
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where the volume is expanded to  infinity while the num ber of particles rem ains 

the same. Hence as we approach the lim it of infinite volume the partition  function 

can develop singularities (due to the fact th a t the lim it function of a sequence of 

analytic functions is not necessary analytic).

Yang and Lee then sta ted  in the form of two theorem s[20] how phase tra n 

sitions are controlled by the distribution of the zeros of the partition  function. 

They presented their theory in the context of a m onoatom ic gas. The atom s 

are assum ed to  have a finite im penetrable core and their interactions to  have a

finite range, such th a t the resulting potential is nowhere minus infinity. T heir

conclusions can nevertheless be widely generalized to a wide range of system s.

The gas is kept in a finite volume V and thus contains a lim ited num ber of 

atom s M(V). Hence the Grand partition  function is a polynom ial of finite degree 

M(V) in the fugacity y.
M{V) n

Gy  =  £  (s-i)
N = 0

From this expression one can obtain the equation of s ta te  which can be w ritten  

in the param etric form:

&  = & L V hgGr ( 5 ' 2 )

P = ^ d i i - y ^ Gv  (5 '3)

Since the coefficients Qm in eq(5.1) are positive, we note th a t the polynom ial has 

no real positive roots. If we do not consider the  lim it of infinite volum e then  no 

singularities can occur: p and p being analytic functions of y everywhere on the  

real axis, p would be an analytic function of p for all physical values of p.

We now expose the two theorem s before to discuss how they will lead us to  

find the phase diagram  of the  xUip3 model.

theorem  1  : For all positive real values of y, ( ^ )  log Gv  approaches, as 

V  —► 00, a lim it which is independent of the shape of V.

Furtherm ore, this lim it is a continuous, m onotonically increasing function 

of y. (it is assumed that the surface area doesn’t increase faster than f j ) .

theorem  XX : If in the complex y plane a region R  containing a segm ent of 

the positive real axis is always free of roots, then in this region as V  —► 00
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all the quantities: ( s ^ gy )N y  log Qv approach limits which are analytic w ith 

respect to y. Furtherm ore the operations [yy~] and [limv’-*co] com m ute in

R

Hence a therm odynam ic phase is defined by any single region R. of theorem  

XX. Since in each of these regions the convergence to the lim it of infinite volume 

is uniform we can interchange the order of lim and This leads in fact to  a 

reform ulation of the param etric form of the equations of state. These equations 

will apply to the whole system provided th a t the region R  includes the entire 

positive y axis. However if a zero of the grand partition  function approaches a 

point yQ on the real positive axis, it splits the region R  into two regions, Ri and 

R 2, in which the theorem  XX holds separately.

'Re(y)

The theorem  X requires p(y) to be continuous - even at y = yo - but its deriva

tive m ay be discontinuous. In this last case Ri  and R 2 will correspond to two 

different phases of the system. Following the discussion of sec.tion(1.4) we note 

th a t the phase transition  will be of first order if a discontinuity is exhibited by 

the first derivative (§J)-

4
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In an other hand, if it is only the second derivative which is discontinuous (or 

even the th ird  by all means) then one can speak of a continuous phase transition 

for the observable related to the density

In practice this provides us with a very convenient way to localize phase 

transitions: At finite volume the partition  function exhibits a finite num ber of 

complex zeros which lie outside of the real axis - due to the analycity of the 

function. At increasing volume the sequence of the real parts of the zeros lying 

nearest to the real axis ”pinch” the real axis at a given point where the analytical 

region is therefore splitted into two parts. Of course this corresponds precisely 

to the area where the phase transition has to be investigated.

We investigate this region by studying the scaling behavior of the im aginary 

parts  of the critical zeros w ith increasing volume. For exam ple in a critical region 

their behavior is given by the scaling law [22]

Im(yi) = A-L ~ o  (5.4)

W here A is a complex num ber. The critical exponent /> is directly connected to 

the  order of the phase transition: for a first order transition we would have v —  ̂

where d is the dimension of the lattice. We can also study the universality class 

to which the region belongs by m easuring the quantity: S = Those tools

have been established from experim ental observations and the reliability of its 

results has been confirmed, although no rigorous proof has been given yet.
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5.1 .2  T h e p artition  function  as a polynom ia l in th e  ferm ion  
m ass

The partition  function which corresponds to our la ttice  gauge theory is defined 

by the relation

Zp ,*,m = J  f  J [dx][dx][d<!)\[d(^][dU}e~s  (5.5)

The in tegration over the grassm ann variables can be explicitly taken.

f  J  ld<t>][d<t,'][dU]e-<-s'J+s*'> j[dx\[dx\e-s* = J  J  [ # ] [d 0 t][<W]e-<& +5*) det M[m, U„(x)\
(5.6)

where M[m, U^{x)\ is the fermionic m atrix .

M x>y[m, U^x)]  = m6x<y +  i  ^  [U\{x)r]v{x)8yyX+l/ -  U}(x -  v)r)u{x)8yfX-.v\ (5.7)
i s = x + y + z + t

This characteristic form of M allows one to  w rite its determ inant as a polyno

m ial in the fermion mass for each configuration of the gauge and scalar fields. All

our num erical procedure rests on this feature and the starting  point is to  express

this polynom ial from which the Lee-Yang zeros can be ex tracted .

T he fermionic m atrix  of equation(5.7) can be decomposed for a finite 

la ttice  as the  sum  of a diagonal m atrix  and an anti-herm itian  m atrix  which cor

responds to the  nearest-neighbour interaction between even and odd sites.

M[m, U] = mlv + n =  ^ ^  ^  j  (5.8)

The subscripts of the  square unit m atrices denote their size and the  y X y  block 

m atrix  M  is the even-to-odd site interaction. Hence we can w rite the  ferm ion 

determ inan t as
V
2

det(M[m\) = de t(m2 +  M ^ M )  =  J J ( ^ 2 + A?). (5.9)
2 =  1

where i\{ are the eigenvalues of iH . Since the partition  function is the expectation  

value < det(M [m]) >u$  of this determ inant (averaged over configurations which 

are generated  w ith a probability  weight proportional to exp —(Su  +  S g )) we can 

express equation(5.5) in the  form of a polynom ial in the  fermion mass.
V V

Z(3,K,m =< an m 2n > =  < a”- > m2n (5.10)
Tl=0 71=0
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The zeros of this polynom ial are the Lee-Yang zeros introduced in section (5.1.1).

The corresponding num erical procedure has been designed as follows:

We use an H ybrid M onte Carlo algorithm  to obtain an ensemble of therm alised 

configurations generated with the probability weight P[U,(f>]. Then the averaged 

coefficients < exp(cn) > of this polynomial are extracted  by an iterative m ethod, 

based on a Lanczos algorithm , which is described in section(5.2.4). We finally 

obta in  the complex zeros by using a standard  root-finding routine. As we will 

see below, during this procedure one m ust introduce two additional - tun ing  - 

param eters in order to neutralise some technical problems which are due to certain  

features of the d istribution of the fermionic determ inants in the configuration 

space as well as the wide range of m agnitudes of the coefficients of the resulting 

polynom ial.

The whole process will be repeated at different values of (3 and k and by using 

the Lee-Yang m ethod we will be able to draw the main characteristics of the 

phase diagram.

5.2 N um erical procedure

5.2 .1  M onte Carlo approach

The partition  function has been expressed in equation(5.6) as the vacuum  

expectation values of the fermionic determ inant, weighted for each configuration 

by a probability weight P[U,4>] proportional to exp[-(£V + 5^)]. All possible 

configurations being involved, the num ber of term s in the integrand is quite 

enorm ous and the  usual m ethods of calculations cannot handle it.

M onte-Carlo m ethods solve the  problem by selecting only the term s which 

are not negligible. Clearly a configuration which gives a very high action makes 

a small contribution to the path  integral. In the m ean tim e, configurations for 

which the action is small are usually so rare th a t their contribution is not very 

significant either.

Let p(S)  be the density of states for a given S. We rew rite

2  = j  p(S)e~f3Sû  det(M[m])dS (5.11)
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The configurations which contribute the m ost to  the partition  function are 

those for which p{KS)e~^Su',t> is m axim ised 1. A M onte-Carlo algorithm  will find 

such configurations by the following process: S tarting  from a given configuration, 

it will random ly move on to some neighbouring configurations. Then it records 

which configuration has ju st been found before to move again. This operation 

is repeated  a num erous num ber of tim es until it finds th a t the probability  dis

tribu tion  drawn during the process has become stable. On the ground of this 

appraisal it can work out a reliable approxim ation of the  integral. This will work 

if the process is really stochastic (’’random  walk” ). If it was m ore determ inistic  

then the  ergodicity would not be guaranteed and the configurations tested  would 

not be independent from each other. Provided there is enough random ness in the  

process we can expect th a t the average obtained will then  converge to the correct 

ensem ble average. For a given observable O we w rite

< 0 > =  ^ E O .  +  o T )  (5 .12)
71=1 *

where is concerned with the statistical error (which also takes in account

the residual correlations between various 0 ns).

T here are various M onte-Carlo algorithm s which all share the sam e kind of 

properties. The m ost im portan t one is the following: If we consider the transition  

probability  IT({u}, {V}) th a t the algorithm  specify from one configuration {u} to  

the next one {u'}, we m ust have at the equilibrium

e-s(W ) = £  W({u}, {u '})e-s« “'» (5 .13)
{«'}

This is known as the detailed balance condition. It assures th a t th e  transition

i u} —* {y/} occurs at the  same ra te  as {V} —> {tt}. This condition fulfilled by all

M onte Carlo algorithm s can be rew ritten  as

W ({u'},{u}) e-s« « '»  >

5 .2 .2  In trod u ction  o f  th e  u pd ating  m ass

By ‘sim ulating’ the probability  d istribution  of field configurations, M onte- 

Carlo algorithm s allow one to  perform  num erically enormous p a th  integrations.

1d e t ( M [ m ]) doesn’t play any role with respect to the discussion above. We will take it in 
account in the next section.
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In the  present case however the determ inant of the ferm ionic m atrix  gives rise 

to an additional difficulty: The two distributions P[U,<j>] and det(M[m]) don’t 

overlap properly. The region of configuration space where the probability  weight 

peaks is characterised by a negligible contribution of th e  determ inant and vice 

versa, P[U, <f>\ is negligible in the region of large determ inan t values. Consequently 

the m easurem ents of m give system atically tiny values due to  the vanishing effects 

of at least one of the two distributions.

The solution to  this problem  is to introduce a param eter m0 which shifts the  

probability  weight and makes it to overlap significantly w ith the d istribu tion  of 

the observable det(M[m]). As we will consider a particu lar region of the  configu

ration  space we will tune mo to be as near as possible as the  expected value of the  

lowest zero. We will then perform  m easurem ents on the ratios which is

then close to the unity.

This param eter is introduced as follow: Since we are looking for th e  zeros 

of the partition  function, the effects of overall m ultiplicative factors are not so 

significant and we can therefore rew rite Z  - for a given (3 and k - as

Hence

f[d<fl[dU] det M(m)e  (sv+s*) 
^ ’K S[d(f>][dU] det M(mo)e~(Su+s,>,y>

, , / [ ^ I [ rft/]ddAM(mj)d e tM (m°)e (5t,+5<> 
^ ’K f[d<fi][dU] det M(mo)e~(Su+s*)

Z ^ ( m )  =  j  [ d < / > ] [ d U ] ^ ^ P [ U ,  4>, mo] (5.1T)

W here we set the coefficient P[U, 4>, mo] to be

[ ,<£,m0] j [ d(j>][dU,]4LetM(7nQiUi)e- ( su,+s+) ( • )

We then  designed an H ybrid M onte Carlo algorithm . The partition  function is 

now expressed as the vacuum  expectation value of the determ inant ratio  detM~(ma) i
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averaged over configurations which are generated with the probability weight 

P[U,<f>,m0].
_ . , . det M(m )  .

/3A(m) = det M (m 0) ^ ' mo1 ( ^

5 .2 .3  Shifted  expansion  o f  th e partition  function

From  the particu lar expression of the fermionic determ inant in term s of its
2

eigenvalues (det(M[m\)  = H (m2 + A?)) we have found an expansion of Z  as a
i — 1

polynom ial in the fermion mass (equation 5.10).

T here are in fact various forms of expansion of the partition  function. For 

instance it is m ore suitable in the present case to write a shifted expansion by

introducing a mass shift in the determ inant:

2

det(M[rri\) — J J (m 2 -  m 2 + A2) (5.20)
2 =  1

where we ju st substitu ted  A2 = (A^+m2). Hence the partition  function’s expansion 

will be w ritten  as
2

det(M[m]) = ^  < bn > (m2 — rh2) (5.21)
n = 0

It is convenient to w rite the coefficients in an exponentional form, say bn = 

exp(xn), since they vary over m any orders of m agnitude (see figure(5.6)). M ore

over th e  m easurem ents being actually perform ed on the ratio  coeffi"

cients x n will be im m ediately replaced by cn = xn - In  det(M [m0]). The polynom ial 

of in terest is then given by the expression

V

= Y s  <  e x P ( c n )  >P[m0,/3] (m2 -  ^ 2)n (5.22)
n = 0

T he purpose of this mass shift is twofold. F irst it is a means to  control the  

reliability  of the results by repeating the process above w ith different choices of 

m 2. C learly the  sam e zeros in m are supposed to  appear for adjacent choices of 

77i if they  are true  zeros of the polynom ial.

In certain  circum stances this technique can also serve to  counter the  fact th a t

the  polynom ial coefficients < exp(cn) >p[m0fp]= exp(Cn) vary over m any orders of

m agnitude. \ i  \m2 — m 2\ is quite small then the last term s of the polynom ial will 

give negligible contributions. This allows the truncation  of the  polynom ial to  a
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certain  order K . The stability  of the corresponding zeros can be controlled by 

then  increasing K .
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Figure 5.6: The logarithm s of the  coefficients of the partition  function 2. T he 

Cns vary in m agnitude between e° and e422 and we therefore express them  in 

exponentional form.

5 .2 .4  D eterm in ation  o f  the coefficients o f  th e  po lynom ia l

We now sta te  the iterative m ethod th a t has been used in order to ex trac t the  

coefficients of the polynomial.

We see from equation (5.9) - where the determ inant has been expressed in 

term s of the  eigenvalues of H - th a t for real m 2 the coefficients exp(cn) are real 

positive num bers. We are thus looking for real positive coefficients corresponding 

to  the determ inant ratio  det(M [m ])/ det(M[rao]) expressed as a polynom ial in 

(m 2 — m2). The first step is the  Lanczos tridiagonalisation of the herm itian  m atrix  

M 2 through a sim ilarity transform ation

X ]M 2X  =  T (5.23)

2These results were obtained for a QCD model (SU(3) gauge group). Nonetheless this wide 
variation of magnitude is very similar in the U (l) case.
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where T  is a y  x ~  real tridiagonal m atrix:

(  Pi 
Pi ®-2 P2

P2 Ol 3T v

\

Pn -1 
Pn - i )

(5.24)

and X  is a series of column vectors (aq, x 2, ..., x^ ) .  These are the  Lanczos vectors 

which are orthogonal: x \x j = Since the fermionic determ inant is invariant 

under sim ilarity  transform ations, we can write for exam ple

det(M[rao]) = det(M 2 + mg) = det(TV + mg) (5.25)

By om itting  the last p rows and columns of TV we then  obtain a new m atrix
2

Tp, for which there exists a recursive relation: The Laplace expansion of the 

determ inan t gives rise to the equation

det(Tp +  mg) = (ap +  m l)  det(Tp_i +  mj) -  Pl_x det(Tp_2 + m j) (5.26)

It is convenient to express it in exponential form since we are dealing w ith vari

ations of several orders: By defining Ep = lndet(Tp + mg) we have

Ep -  E p- 1 +  ln(op + mg) -  exp{Ep- 2 -  Ep- 1) 

w ith the  in itia l conditions

E 0 = 0, Ei = ln(«i + mg)

(5.27)

(5.28)

Hence we find the value of lndet(M[mg]) after y  iterations of equation (5.24).

The calculation of the characteristic polynom ial of M [m ] is natu ra lly  m ore 

com plicated. T he first steps are identical to those above: w riting the determ inan t

in term s of T v, [det(M[m]) = det(Tv + m2 -  m2)] and using the recursion
2 2

det[Tp+(m2- m 2)] = [ap+ ((m 2 —m2)] det[Tp_i +  (m2- m 2)]-/32_1 det[Tp_2-t-(m2 — m 2)]

(5.29)

Each m inor determ inan t is then expressed as a polynom ial in (m2 — m2):

det[Tp + (m 2 — m2)] = ^  e x p ( x ^ ) ( m 2 — m2)7 (5.30)
n = 0
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This tim e the recursion (5.27) imposes a recursion on the  x ^ s  too. It is w ritten

as

x n ] = X n 1} + ln[«p + exp(x iP_i1} -  4 P 1}) -  Pl-l e x P( x n 2) ~ x n ( 5 *3 1 )

w ith the initial conditions

xo1} = l ° g ( a  1). x \ = /5>32)
x (02) = log(ai« 2 -  0i)> x ?  = l°ff(a i + a 2), 4 2) =

The coefficients exp(xn) are obtained after y  iterations and lead to the cns of 

equation (5.22) which correspond to isolated configurations. We finally average 

them  over our ensemble of t.hermalised configurations, still using the exponential

form, and end up with all the C ns after having perform ed the recursion:

= c<*> + h t n n - l ) ^ - 1) - ^ ) ) (5 .33 )
k

where k runs over configurations (we have dropped the subscript n) and the in itia l 

condition is simply

Ci = ci (5.34)

This m ethod is efficient when applied to small lattices (up to 43) bu t it m eets 

additional difficulties from 63 lattices. The rounding errors tend to  build up 

exponentially and as a result of this the last vector X{ obtained after each itera tion  

loses the orthogonality with the earliest Lanczos vector of equation(5.22). T he 

usual way to rem edy this is to  re-orthogonalise: One projects each new Lanczos 

vector [xi —► xi — xj(x^xi)\ to  make it orthogonal w ith an earlier vector xj. However 

in the  present case it would be too costly in storage space and com putation tim e.

Fortunately  we can avoid the reorthogonalisation of th e  Lanczos vectors by 

using some properties of the S turm  sequences. Our m ethod consists in m aking the  

previous algorithm  to proceed beyond the y th iterations and hence to  calculate 

new Lanczos vectors and q ’s and /Ts. After N  iterations, we then  obta in  a 

tridiagonal m atrix  T  w ith N  eigenvalues At-. Each m inor determ inant D n of 

T  -  IX  is then  ex tracted  through the  relations

Dn — (Oin — A)_Dn_i — Pn_i Dn—2
Do = 1, Po =  0 (5.35)

D\ — Q!i — A
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Now if we let A be a continuous variable the _Dn(A)’s become analytic functions 

and  the ir em erging properties can serve to  determ ine accurately the eigenvalues 

of T  m atrix .

Loosely, we run the recurrence (5.35) w ith an arb itrary  value of A. We note 

th a t  th e  sign of a given Dn(A) m ight be opposite to  the one of the previous 

D n+i(A). As we perform  the recursion again for neighbouring values of A the  

to ta l num ber of sign changes from D\ to Dm m ight be different. It means th a t 

a t least one of the Dns changed sign between the two As. Since they are analytic 

functions their graphs necessarily crossed the absisse axis. This is how one can 

track  the precise value of A at which Dn  vanished: Simply by running the D n 

sequence for closer and closer values of A until the to ta l num ber of sign changes 

increases. We can then identify each A,■ thanks to a theorem  which shows th a t if 

we obta ined  i sign changes then we are between the ith and the (i + l ) th eigenvalue 

of T. These is how the Ads are found.

Having found the eigenvalues of T  we can deduce from them  the  eigenvalues 

of M 2: It has been found em pirically th a t if N  is sufficiently large the  A’s will 

all converge tow ard some of the A’s. The task now is to identify the  spurious 

eigenvalues As which are not eigenvalue of M 2. One way to do so is to  look at 

the  eigenvalues of the m atrix  T  formed from the N  — 1 first iterations. Like T, 

T  will contain the eigenvalues of M 2. However the spurious eigenvalues will have 

changed: indeed the last com ponent of their eigenvectors are large and they are

therefore greatly  affected by removing the last a and f3. Hence the true  eigenval

ues are those th a t M 2 shares w ith bo th  T  and T.

Once we have found the eigenvalues of the fermion m atrix , we define coeffi

cients r j^  through the  expansion.

det(M[m]) -  f [ ( ^ 2 +  ^1) = ^ 2  r^ m2k (5.36)
i - i  k=0

It gives rises to  the iteration

T +1) =  ’'ln) ̂ + 1 + ^ - 1  (5.37)

w ith = A2 and r[l \  A fter L of these iterations one finally obtains the  coeffi- 
(-)cients exp(cn) = r n2 .
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C hapter 6 

R esu lts

6.1 Introduction

The procedure defined in chapter 5 has been applied to  the U (l)gauge-ferm ion- 

scalar model on a three dim ensional lattice. We present the results of our num er

ical sim ulations which has led, in collaboration with a group in Aachen x, to the  

determ ination  of the phase diagram  for the system.

M easurem ents of the expectation value of the fermionic determ inant were 

perform ed at various values of (3 (on a three dim ensional la ttice j3 is now related 

to th e  gauge coupling constant through the relation (3 = and n. We then  

obtained the distribution of the zeros of the partition  function in the complex 

mass plane for various regions of the (3 -  n plane.

T he graphs displayed in the following sections show the zeros in the upper- 

right quarter of the complex mass plane (I m { Z ) and Re(Z)  positive). Nonetheless 

the  com plete d istribution covers the whole complex plane: the complex conju

gates of these zeros and their negative are also zeros of the  polynom ial.

T he zeros of the partition  function were first determ ined on a 43 la ttice. T he 

update  mass in the Hybrid M onte Carlo generation of th e  ensem ble was chosen 

to  be ir  the vicinity of the expected real part of the lowest zero. We used amo = 

0.005, 0.02 or 0.05. This prelim inary investigation revealed the m ain properties of 

the phase diagram . We could identify three m ain regions as discussed below.

We then generated new ensembles on 63, 83 and 103 lattices in order to perform  

a finite size scaling analysis on the zeros closest to the real axis 2. This analysis of

1In particular the work of W.Franzki from the Insti tut  fur  Theoreiische Physik[21]
2We used also 123 lattices in regions where the gauge coupling was weak
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the  scaling behavior of these zeros determ ines the order of the phase transitions 

and allows us to  obtain a precise localisation of the critical points.

This work will be presented in the following order: We first discuss m easure

m ents obtained from simulations on the 43 la ttice a t strong and in term ediate 

couplings. This provides an introduction to  the way th a t one can ex tract qual

ita tiv e  inform ation on the therm odynam ic properties of the system  by looking 

a t th e  distribution  of the zeros and their response to  a change in the  physical 

param eters (3 and k .

We then sum m arize our results on larger lattices and present the  finite size 

scaling analysis and the critical exponents found. Finally we describe our in 

te rp re ta tio n  of these m easurem ents via the phase diagram  and discuss its m ain 

characteristics as well as their physical im plications.

6.2 Strong coupling on a 43 lattice.

The line along the k axis at (3 = 0 is useful in checking the validity of our 

m ethod  since the model can then be rew ritten  exactly as a four fermion theory

[19] and we recover the (2 + 1) Gross Neveu model 3.

Since the zeros are im aginary in this region we took a low updating  m ass, 

ra0 = 0.005. The distribution of the  zeros was first determ ined at k = 0.33 and is 

shown in Fig. 6.1.

The zeros are observed to be purely im aginary and evenly spaced along the  

im aginary  axis. The lost of linearity observed above the  28th zero is due to  the  

fact th a t the coefficients controlling these zeros are not well determ ined. These 

zeros would be b e tte r determ ined if m ore m easurem ents were averaged over. This 

feature has no m ajor consequences since we base our finite size scaling analysis 

only on the  zeros which lie near to the  real axis.

The equal spacing of the zeros does allow a simple m ethod  for the de term i

nation  of the  fermion condensate < x x  >• We can param eterize th e  zeros as

yn = ±i(a  +  nb) (6.1)

3This model is the first to disclose that 4-fermion theories are in fact renormalizable in the 
expansion in d =  1 +  2. It then revealed information on non-pertubative possibilities [16].
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Figure 6.1: The zeros of the partition  function in the complex mass plane for a 
43 la ttice  at strong coupling and k = 0.33. 2500 m easurem ents were m ade to 
determ ine the averaged characteristic polynomial. On the right hand side the  
im aginary part of the n th zero is p lotted  against n.

Then the relation (5.22) leads us to

V

In Z  — ^  In(m 2 + (a + nb)2) (0-2)
71 =  0

= V  f 2 ln(m2 + (a + Vbx)2)dx (0-3)
Jo

for the  grand canonical partition  function and for the fermion condensate:

< X x >  =  ( 6 -4 )

= ~7r(arctan(  ̂ _  arctan( —)) (0-5)
Vb m m

In order th a t we have a first order phase transition  in the  infinite volum e lim it 

at m  = 0 the edge a m ust scale w ith some positive power of the inverse of V  and

b m ust scale inversely with V. As we show below, sim ulations on larger la ttices

show th a t in this region of k they bo th  scale as 1/V. Therefore if we in troduce

in eq(6.5) the following expressions: a = y ,  b = y  and go to  the lim it V  —> oo (
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a ' /V  becom es negligible), we obtain

_  2 6'

< XX > =  £7 arctan( ^ )  (6-6)

Finally  by taking the lim it m —> 0 we have the  simple relation:

< XX >-> y  (6-7)

Figure 6.1 corresponds to  a spacing b = 0.058 ±  0.003 between each zeros. Hence, 

assum ing th a t a and b scale w ith the volume, the fermion condensate at the  point 

(3 = 0 and k — 0.33 is equal in la ttice units to  < XX > — 0.841. These results are 

consistent w ith the prediction given by the strong coupling expansion [23].

F urther sim ulations a t (3 = 0 have been perform ed by the  Aachen group. T hey 

confirm this first order behaviour at k = 0.33. At larger k, (around n = l)  they find 

a transition  to second order critical behaviour as expected for the  Gross-Neveu 

model. T heir results in this region are discussed below.

6.3 Interm ediate couplings on a 43 lattice.

Fig 6.2 shows the d istribution of the zeros on a 43 la ttice  at various values of 

(3 and k .
Consider the behaviour of the zeros along the line k = 0.33 in the  (3 -  n plane. 

At (3 =  0, as discussed above, the zeros are im aginary and equally spaced. As (3 

increases to 1.0 we see the same behaviour in the zeros closest to the origin bu t 

at (3 = 1.0 we have a signal th a t some of the zeros are developing a non-zero real 

part. At (3 = 1.25 the lowest zero, the edge singularity, has a non-zero real part. 

We have checked this result by m easuring the zeros on two different ensembles: 

one developed at update  mass 0.05 and the  other at upd a te  mass 0.005. T he 

edge singularity is the  same in both.

We also note th a t along this line, the  im aginary p art of the  edge singularity  

increases w ith (3. In addition, for (3 < 1.25 the  lowest zeros of the  partition  func

tion are, to a good approxim ation, still evenly spaced along the  im aginary axis. 

However the spacing b between each zero has however increased and therefore th e  

ferm ion condensate is decreasing.

At P = 1 for k =  0.15,0.33 and 0.45 we also find the edge singularity to 

be im aginary and increasing w ith k . Again there is a signal th a t the  zeros are 

developing a real p art at larger k
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T he above results indicate the possibility of a transition  around (3 of 1.25 (at 

k = 0.33) from a region w ith a first order chiral transition  at m = 0 to a region 

w ith different critical behaviour. Thus for (3 < 1.25 we have two regions w ith 

different chiral critical behaviour separated by a line or curve starting  at k = 1 

for (3 = 0 and term inating  at k = 0 for (3 «  1.25. In one region, the Nam bu phase, 

the chiral sym m etry  appears to be strongly broken. In the other, the Higgs phase, 

it is e ither zero or very sm all4.

T he m easurem ents on the 44 lattice have signalled the dom inant critical fea

tures of the model in its chiral lim it. M ore 'detailed  analysis m ust depend on 

sim ulations on larger lattices and on finite size scaling.

6.4 F in ite  size scaling o f the zeros at strong cou
pling.

Fig. 6.3 shows the finite size scaling of the edge singularity for different values

of Av.

T he lowest zeros ZC(L) should scale with the la ttice  size L (on an L3 la ttice)

as

ZC(L) -  Zc(oo) = AL~> (6.8)

where A is a complex num ber. [22] This was originally established for the  case of a 

continuous phase transition  and can also be extended to  a first order transition . It 

requires th a t the  real and im aginary part of the zeros should scale independently  

w ith the  sam e exponent. In particu lar

I m Z c ~ A L ~ *  (6.9)

Since there is no divergent correlation length the exponent (nam ely v) is 

determ ined  only by the  actual size of the system. A first order phase transition  

corresponds to  P = g.

We took the lowest zero in the d istribution at each volume and p lo tted  the

the  logarithm  of im aginary p art and their real p art against the  logarithm  of the

la ttice  size L (see Figure 6.5).

4More detailed analysis by the Aachen group on large lattices with high statistics now shows 
that, in the chiral limit, the condensate is zero in the Higgs phase.
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Figure 6.3: F in ite size scaling behavior of the lowest zeros of the  partition  func
tion for various values of k a t strong coupling.(From simulations perform ed in 
A achen))

At strong coupling the edge singularity signals a first order phase transition  

for k < 1.0. This is particularly  clear at k = 0.70 where the critical exponent is 

equal to  0.36 ~  J (d is the dim ension of the lattice).

At k = 1.00, P = 0.47(5) which is consistent w ith a continuous phase transition. 

For k > 1.0 the chiral condensate is small and consistent w ith zero whereas for 

k < 1 it is clearly non-zero.

Moreover the exponent 6 = = 2.4(10) and therefore indicates [21] th a t

this point belongs to the same universality class as the chiral phase transition  

observed in the  (2+1) Gross-Neveu model[14].

6.5 F in ite  size scaling o f th e zeros at in term edi
ate couplings.

At fixed (3 and k we generated ensembles on lattices of increasing volume. As 

s ta ted  above, the  critical zeros in the  complex plane should obey the scaling law:

ZC(L ) ~  Zc(oo) = AL~o (6.10)
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where A is a complex num ber. We took the lowest zero of the d istribu tion  for 

each volume, F , and plo tted  its im aginary part and real part against the la ttice 

length (L = \ / V )  on a log-log plot.

13= 0 .8 0

fit: A*L-1/!r:
*:<■=().70 
T>= 0 .877(17)

r :* = 0.60 
v=  0 .78 1 (3 1 )
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0 .4 970(37)
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v= 0 .373(11)

7 8 9 101 O./f= 0.30
v= 0 .3 3975(64)
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B
7
6
5

4

3

2

Figure 6.4: F itting  of the im aginary and real part of the edge singularity for 
increasing la ttice volumes. On a logarithm ic scale the curve appears to be a 
straight line.

Fig. 6.4 shows the scaling behaviour of the edge singularity at /3 = 0.8 for 

various values of k . This set of results should be com pared w ith the  equivalent 

set at strong coupling, Fig 6.3.

W hereas at strong coupling we found the critical kc = 1.00(05), a t (3 = 0.8 

we find the  same qualitative features bu t w ith kc = 0.45(2) We therefore have a 

critical line extending into the  (5 — k plane separating the Higgs phase (large «) 

from the  N am bu phase.

However our sim ulations on the 43 la ttice  did indicate th e  possibility of a 

fu rther transition  a t j3 «  1.25 and k «  0.33 to a region w ith different critical 

behaviour ( i.e, the region (5 > 1.25 and k < 0.3).

In th a t region the  edge singularity develops a non-zero real part. F ig .6.9 shows 

the d istribu tion  of the  zeros on 63,83, and 103 lattices. We found the  real p a rt of 

the edge singularity to be zero on the 103 la ttice  bu t, w ithin our sta tistica l errors, 

it equally well could be non-zero bu t very small.
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Figure 6.5: F itting  of the im aginary and real part of the edge singularity for 
increasing la ttice volumes on a log-log plot at /? =  1.25 and k, =  0.33.

Fig. 6.5 shows the scaling behaviour of the real and im aginary parts of the 

edge singularity. We have also included our da ta  on the 43 lattice.

The real part of the edge singularity on the 103 la ttice  is predicted to  be 

«  0.005 which we believe would be consistent, w ithin our errors, w ith th a t of 

F ig .6.9.

The critical exponents were found to be VRe = 0.4276 and vim = 0.4707. This 

is consistent w ith a second order phase transition. Sim ulations at larger values 

of (3 show th a t finite size effects are large at weak coupling. We find the critical 

exponents at weak coupling to be second order. Fig.6.6 shows the scaling b e 

haviour of the zeros at (3 = 2.0 and k = 0.15. There the critical exponent i> = 0.71. 

The phase diagram  at weak coupling is discussed in more detail below.

6.6 F ine tuning o f k  critical

We discuss here a technique which leads to the fine tuning of the kc a t which, 

for fixed /?, we move from the N am bu phase to a region w ith second order critical 

behaviour. The technique again depends on the  scaling behaviour of the  zeros of 

the partition  function.
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Figure 6.6: The finite size scaling of the im aginary part of the critical zeros at 
weak coupling. The critical exponent v a t (3 = 2.0 and k =  0.15 is 0.71

However we now consider a la ttice  of constant volume: it is the value of the  

hopping param eter k which will be the variable.

We determ ined the distributions of the zeros on an 83 la ttice w ith (3 fixed a t 

1.25 a t various values of k \ from k = 0.75 to  k = 0.33 where the  critical point is 

expected.

T he d istributions of the zeros for k — 0.75, 0.43, 0.40 and 0.35 are shown in 

Figs.6.10 and 6.11.

We are ” tracking” a critical line which separates th e  N am bu phase where 

the chiral sym m etry  is broken via a first order transition  and  a  phase where 

the transition  is second order and the chiral condensate is small (zero). In the  

la tte r  phase we assume th a t the im aginary p art of the edge singularity  has a k 

dependence

Im {Z ) = A + B( k -  Kcy .  (6.11)

We found a best fit to  the  k dependence by considering A , B , kc and u as free 

param eters. T he best fit is shown in F ig .6.7. It gave kc = 0.348 and v = 0.488(6)
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Figure 6.7: final fitting after having determ inated kc numerically.

6.7 P hase diagram

Having reviewed the m ain techniques th a t have been employed in this inves

tigation  we now describe the phase diagram  of the x U i>3 model. In this section 

we m ake use of the more detailed results regarding the mass amp  of the ferm ion 

s ta te  F  =  X and the fermion condensate obtained in the  Aachen sim ulations 

[21].

T he edge singularity, at (5 = 0, displays a first order phase transition: We 

have for exam ple at k = 0.7, v = 0.356 (—► 1/3).

Below this point the chiral sym m etry is broken and m easurem ents of the 

ferm ion condensate < XX > giye non-zero values. However at k = 1.1 < XX > 
vanishes and the  scaling behaviour of the zeros indicates a second order phase 

transition . This critical point corresponds to the chiral phase transition  observed 

in th e  Gross Neveu model and it would be interesting to  pursue fu rther studies of 

th e  scaling of zeros at this point. From the critical exponent S = we m ight 

find th a t this point is universal.

A critical line extends into the /3, k plane separating the regions w ith first and 

second order chiral transitions. This critical line s tarts  from the point (/?,«) =
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Figure 6.8: Phase diagram  of the 3 dim ensional model

(0,1.1) and passes through the points (0.8,0.45), (1.25,0.35) and m ay extend to 

(3 =  oo for sm all values of k .

Below this critical line, the zeros of the partition  function are im aginary and 

th e  scaling of their linear density indicates a first order transition  sim ilar to  the 

scaling of the  edge singularity as discussed above. The ferm ion condensate as 

well as the  mass amp  of the fermion sta te  F  — if ix  are non-zero: This is the 

phase where the  dynam ical sym m etry  breaking operates. B oth  x and i}> fields are 

confined and in the lim iting case j3 =  0 the % and F  s ta tes becom e identical. For 

th is reason, th is phase is referred to as the  N am bu phase.

Above the critical line, the Higgs mechanism  operates. The zeros of the 

p a rtitio n  function are still im aginary but the behavior of the physical observables 

is qu ite  different from th a t of the previous case. Both the  ferm ion mass and the 

ferm ion condensate vanish. All physical states are gauge invariant and the  U( l )  

charge is screened by the  scalar condensate. Provided we choose the gauge charge
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to be equal to one, we also recover, for weak coupling, the U( l )  vector boson and 

the  Higgs boson. We call this phase the Higgs phase.

There is a th ird  phase ”X ” whose nature has not been understood thoroughly 

yet. It lies below the critical line at weak coupling. Here the zeros are complex 

(i.e. have a nonzero real part), and, as shown in Fig.6.6 the edge singularity has 

a scaling behaviour corresponding to a second order transition. We believe th a t 

it is the  nonzero real part of the zeros which distinguishes this phase from the 

Higgs phase.

In addition the fermion condensate XX ]S small or zero but the fermion mass 

amp  is quite big (in the Higgs phase amp  is zero).

The transition  to the Higgs phase is therefore difficult to  investigate. F urther 

investigations have to be performed. Indeed it is not clear from the finite size 

scaling of the zeros th a t there is a change in critical behaviour for j3 > 1.3.
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C hapter 7 

C onclusion

The study of the zeros of the partition  functions proved once again to be a 

powerful tool in the investigation of the phase structure of a la ttice field theory. 

A lthough the com puting power available is often a m ajor lim itation for th is kind 

of study, the Hybrid M onte Carlo scheme which has been introduced here en

abled us to ex tract the most valuable da ta  on the x U fo  model , a t strong and 

in term ediate coupling, and revealed crucial properties of the system  w ith respect 

to the generation of the fermion mass.

The model displays a m echanism  of dynam ical fermion mass generation which 

is analogous to those of the Gross-Neveu model at strong coupling and persists 

at finite values of (3. As k increases, the order param eter vanishes and the  chiral 

sym m etry is then restored. The scaling behavior of the corresponding critical 

line gives evidence of a second order phase transition where the fermion m ass is 

observed to tend  continuously to zero. Furtherm ore the points along th is chiral 

transition  line which correspond to  (3 = 0 and (3 = 0.8 bo th  belong to  the  sam e 

universality class as the (2+1) Gross-Neveu model and we can expect th a t it 

would be true  for the whole transition  line - in which case the model would be 

non-pertubatively  renorm alizable in the continuum  lim it. However some devia

tion, along the  transition  line, have been observed and further m easurem ents have 

to be perform ed. Clearly the non-perturbative renorm alizability of the  m odel is 

a m a tte r which will require a rigorous verification.

F urther investigations have also to be carried out on the  region of weak gauge 

coupling and small k . In particular the transition  w ithin the N am bu phase at 

which the ferm ion mass vanishes is not well explained. This transition  line - which 

joins at k = 0 the pure QED theory - requires to be understood a w ider scale
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analysis of the  physical observables by means of larger lattices. This is currently  

being studied  w ithin another project.
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